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A.bstract--A derivative-free method for global solution of continuotm nonlinear games is propoaed. 
The method is based on the integral global optimization algorithm for mathematical programming 
and it does not employ gradient-bas~.~d techniques nor the notion of convexity. The existence of a 
saddle point is not Msumed a priori. Instead, the method delivers the global solutions for both 
players, and, if global saddle points exist, it yields the value of the game and the global saddle set. 
Several computational schemes are proposed and nonlinear games with uncertainties are considered. 
The ideas are illustrated by examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let U C R "~, V C H n be two compact sets that may be nonconvex and disconnected, and let 
f : U x V ---* R t be a continuous function defined on U x V. We consider euclidian metrics in 
R m, R ~, R '~ x R n and Lebesgue measures pro, Pn, #,~+n which are denoted simply by # where 
it does not cause any confusion. 
Consider the pair of problems: 
Player 1 plays u: minmaxf (u ,v ) ,  (1.1) 
uEU vEV 
Player 2 plays v: max min f (u ,  v). (1.2) 
' ~EV uEU 
Each player knows the function f ,  both sets U, V and the control of the opponent. Each 
player presumes that the opponent plays best moves. In the absence of a saddle set the order 
of moves is important. For such a case, in (1.1), (1.2) the player indicated vis-a-vis the problem 
plays first which corresponds to his worst situation. For example, player 1 would be better off by 
playing (1.2), that is, playing second. 
If  f does not depend on v, then we have one nonlinear optimization problem. A derivative-free 
globally convergent solution of this problem, yielding the global minimum value 
and the set 
c o = min f (u ) ,  U C R '~ (1.3) 
u£U 
K ° = {u [ f (u )  = c o ,u e U} (1.4) 
of all global minimizers, can be accomplished by the method developed in [1,2] of which we briefly 
reproduce the principal scheme as described in [3]. 
Let U C R m be a nonempty compact robust set in W n which may be nonconvex, disconnected 
and with a nonsmooth boundary. For example, U may be a union of closed m-dimensional balls 
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and cubes which may intersect each other. Such a set is obviously compact and robust; the same 
set with the addition of a clo6ed arc would also be compact but non-robust. We consider only 
robust sets which can be defined by the property: 
Closure (interior U) = closure U. (1.5) 
More on robustness can be found in [4]. Since U is robust, so its measure p(U) > O. 
Take a number co and define the level set 
Ho : {ulf(u) S co, u E U}. (1.6) 
There is one of the three possibilities for the set H0 of (1.6): 
a) H0 = 0; (1.7) 
b) Ho ¢ O, Ho C U, p(Ho) = O; (1.8) 
c) Ho¢O,  HoC_U, p(Ho)>O. (1.9) 
The case a) means that c0 < c °. If we took u0 E U and then computed e0 = f(u0), then this 
case would not occur since we would have always c o < co < maxuEv f(u).  
In the case b) we have by the Lemma in [3]: co = c °, Ho = K °, and the problem is solved. 
In the case c) we have Co >_ c o and the problem (1.3) formulated over U, is equivalent o the 
problem formulated over some reduced (maybe, non-robust) set H0 C U, if co < maxuEu f (u)  
(Ho = U, if e0 > maxueu f(u)).  This allows us to continue the set contraction process as follows. 
Given co = f(uo), uo ~. U (or any other co such that co > cO), check that p(Ho) > 0 and compute 
the mean value: 
¢ 1 = M(f ,  co) - p(Ho) f(u) dp. (1.10) 
o 
Obviously co > c: >_ c o • If Cl = co, then Cl = co = c o , H0 = K ° and the problem is solved. 
Otherwise, we introduce cl into (1.6) for co, yielding H1 = {ulf(u) < Cl, u E V}. If p(H:) : O, 
then c: = c °, H: = K ° and the problem is solved. Otherwise, #(H: )  > 0 and we introduce H1 
into (1.10), yielding c2 = M( I ,  cl), etc. Repeating the iterations, one comes to the two monotonic 
sequences: 
co ~ cl > ... > ck ~ ck+l ~ ... , 
HoDH1 D. . .DHk DHk+l  D . . . ,  
(i.II) 
(1.12) 
thereby appearance of an equality sign in (1.11) or p(Hk) = O, k > O, in (1.12) resolves the 
problem. 
THEOREM. (Q. Zheng) 
lim ek = e °, (1.13) 
k---* oo 
oo 
lim g~ = A gk  = g °. (1.14) 
k---* oo 
k=0 
For a proof, see [3]. This procedure can be implemented by using Monte Carlo techniques [5,6] 
as outlined in [7]. 
Here we apply this method for the solution of general nonlinear game problems (1.1), (1.2). 
Since it involves the search for the maximum over V, so we note that the same method can be 
applied to the maximization problem with minor changes as follows. The level sets H~ are defined 
differently, cf. (1.6): 
H~ = {v I f (v )  > ck, v E V}, k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  (1.15) 
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The definition of the mean value is given by the same formula (1.10) with H~ substituted for H0. 
The inequality signs in (1.11) and in other appropriate inequalities are reversed, and the number 
c o in (1.13) is now the global maximum value 
c o = ~/(~) .  (1.16) 
All level sets Hk in (1.7)-(1.10), (1.12), (1.14) are replaced by H~ as in (1.15), and the maximizing 
set K ° -- NH~ comes from (1.14) and can be defined by the same formula (1.4) with u, U replaced 
by v, V and c o from (1.16). It is clear that with these changes, the procedure stays exactly the 
same and we do not have to convert a maximization problem into a minimization one in order to 
apply the method. Note that above, we used f as a generic notation only, without reference to 
specific functions. 
2. THE PRINCIPAL SCHEME 
For Player 1, define the function 
g(u) = m_ax.f(u,v), u • U. (2.1) 
~EV 
This function is continuous (see Lemma below) and we can find its global minimum value 
a ° = rain g(u), (2.2) 
uEU 
and the global rain-max set for Player 1: 
A ° = {u l e (u )  = .0 ,  u • U} .  (2.3) 
For Player 2, define the function 
h(v) = min f (u,  v), v • V. (2.4) 
uEU 
This function is also continuous and we can find its global maximum value 
b ° = max h(v), (2.5) 
vEV 
and the global max-min set for Player 2: 
B ° -{v lh (v )=b °, vEV}.  (2.6) 
The following Lemma seems evident and must be known, though the authors failed to locate 
it. So we present it with a proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  U and V are nonempty and compact in corresponding metric spaces and if  the 
function f (u,  v) is continuous on U × V, then the functions (2.1), (2.4) are both continuous over 
their respective sets U and V and the solution sets A °, B ° are nonempty. 
PRoof'. We shall prove the Lemma for g(u) and A°; the same arguments with minor modification 
apply to h(v) and B °. 
First, we prove the following inequality: 
I sup f (u l ,  v) - sup f (uz,  v)l < sup If(u1, v) - f (uz ,  v)l, ¥ux • U, Vu2 • U. (2.7) 
• EV vEV nEV 
Indeed, 
sup f(B1, V) -- sup[ f (u l ,  V) -- f(B2, V) -t- f (B2,  V)] 
vEV vEV 
_< sup[/(u~, ~) - Y(,,2, ~,)] + sup l(u~, ~), 
~EV vEV 
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which implies that 
supf (u l ,v )  - supf (u~,v)  <_ sup[f (u l ,v)  - f (uz ,v ) ]  <_ sup I f (u l ,v)  - . f (uz ,v ) l .  (2.8) 
vEV vEV vEV yEW 
Similarly, we have 
sup f(u2, v) -- sup f(ul, v) < sup lf(ux, v) - f(u~,,)l. 
vEV ,,EV t~EV 
(2.0) 
Combining (2.8) and (2.0), we obtain (2.7). 
We shall prove now that for each fixed ~ E U the function g(u) is continuous at ~, that is, for 
any 7 > 0, there exists ~ > 0 such that 
Ig(u) - g(~) l  < ~', for all u ~ Ne(~) n U, (2.1o) 
where N6(~) is a 6-neighborhood of~. 
If for some 60 > 0, the intersection i  (2.10) contains only one point ~, then (2.10) is trivial, 
since for any 7 > 0 we can take 6, 60 > 6 > 0, for which every u of (2.10) is equal to ~, so that 
in (2.10) we have [g(u) - g(~)[ = 0 < 7. Consider the case when ~ is an accumulation point in 
Y6(~) CI u, w > 0. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there is 70 > 0 such that (2.10) is not valid, i.e., for each 
6k = 1/k > 0, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  there exists certain u~ ¢ ~, u~ E N6~ (~) N U, such that 
Ig(uk) - g(~)l >_ ,Zo > O, k - -  1 ,2 , . . . .  (2.11) 
By (2.7) we have 
sup [f(ul,, v) - f(u, v)[ > [max f(u~,, v) - m~ f(~, v)[ -- [g(u~) - g(~)[ > "r0 > 0. (2.12) 
vEV -- vEV 
~3ince [f(ut, v ) - f (~ ,  v)[ itself is a continuous function of v on a compact set V, so the supremum 
in (2.12) is attained at some point vk E V for each k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  yielding 
[f(uk, vk) - f(~, vk)[ > "r0 > 0, /c = I, 2,.... (2.13) 
The sequence {vk} has a convergent subsequence {v~,}, lim,--,oo vk, = V E V. Extracting the 
corresponding subsequence of inequalities from (2.13), we have 
If(Uk.,Vk.) -- f(~,Vk.)[ ~ 70 > 0, n = 1,2,..., (2.14) 
where vk, --* ~ E V as n ~ co by the choice of {k~}, and uk. --* ~ E U, since u~ ---* ~ E U as 
~k = ]~ ---* 0 with k --+ co, by construction. Letting n ---* co in (2.14) (thus, also k,~ --+ co), we 
obtain 
0 = [f(~',V) - f(~,V)[ = nlim [f(uk,,,vk,,) -- f(~, vk,)[ >__ 70 > 0, (2.15) 
which is a contradiction. Thus, (2.10) is valid and g(u) is continuous at ~ for all ~ E U, that is 
over the entire set U. Since U is compact, so the min imum a ° of (2.2) is attained somewhere 
within U, thus, the set A ° is nonempty. II 
REMAR.K 2.1. In the sequel, the following topological notion of continuity will be required for 
the application of the integral global optimization method. 
A function f (x )  defined on a domain E of a metric space is continuous on E if and only if it 
takes finite real values on E and both level sets: 
{xEE l f (x )<c}  and {xEE l f (x )>c} ,  (2.16) 
are relative open sets in E for any real number c E R 1, see [18, p. 292]. 
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This del~nition coincides with ?/6-det~nition of (2.10) (which is equivalent o the detinition of 
continuity in terms of convergence: z ~ Zo implies f ( z )  ---, f(zo),  good also t'or sequences) if and 
only if the set U in (2.10) is a domain (thus, robust, cf. deanition (1.5)), see [18, pp. 291-292] 
/'or details. 
However, Lemma 2.1 is much more general since the sets U, V are not required to be closed 
domains; they may contain dosed arcs and isolated points, in which case the continuity in the 
sense of (2.10) still holds but topologicM continuity via (2.16) does not. In order to apply level 
sets (2.16), we have to consider "one-sided" openness and to allow (2.16) to be "dosed" for some 
values of c E R 1. For this "generalized" notion of continuity in terms of sets (2.16), Lemma 2.1 
will be valid, if the additional requirement that U and V are collections of closed domains is 
added to the conditions of Lemma 2.1, that is, U and V are required to be robust. 
Lemma 2.1 with U, V both rgbust establishes the applicability of the integral global optimiza- 
tion method to the solution of nonlinear games. 
There is, however, a difficulty. Except for simple cases (see examples in Section 6), we cannot 
actually evaluate the function 9(u) of (2.1) at each point of an uncountable set U. Thus, we 
cannot determine level sets for 9(u), even if we can compute the level sets 
H~(~)={vlf(~,v)>_ck(~), vEV}, ~ E U fixed, k= 0, I,... , (2.17) 
of the function f(~, v) for each fixed ~ E U, in order to calculate its maximum g(~). This difficulty 
is common for the integral global optimization method itself and can be bypassed by making use  
of Monte Carlo techniques, as outlined in [7], at the expense, however, of obtaining a solution 'Sn 
probability." There are also deterministic ways to circumvent this difficulty with full guarantee 
of convergence and of obtaining (in the limit) the exact solution for each player. We present here 
two such methods. 
3. THE F IRST  ALGORITHM 
We present here a deterministic algorithm that delivers (in the limit) the exact solution for 
Player 1. Then its relaxed random version is considered, which is more economical but yields a 
solution "in probability." 
Take a monotonic sequence {?k} such that 7k > 0, 3'k > ")'k+l, k "- 1,2,... ,7k ~ 0 as k ---* oo. 
Since U is compact, so for each k = 1,2,..., there exists a finite ?k-net {uk, } - (u~,... , U~v ~) C 
U for the set U. Denote by 
k ~ = {u I llu - u~ll ~ "rk, = e u},  n = 1 , . . .  ,Nk ,  (3.1) 
where II. II is the norm in the appropriate metric space, the compact subsets associated with this 
")'k-net, a family of such subsets is called 7k-cover (7k-covering). By definition (3.1), we have 
N~ 
U = U K2~, k = 1,2, . . . .  (3.2) 
n=l 
For each u~ evaluate g(u~n) of (2.1) by the integral global optimization method (numerically it
can be done, e.g., by the same procedure that we are developing in this section or by some other 
procedures). Compute 
ak = rain g(u~), k = 1 2, (3.3) 
l<n<Nk ' . . . .  
It may be convenient to take fin t of (3.1) in a certain simple form, e.g., balls or cubes. Then (3.2) 
becomes an inclusion C_. In this case the function f(u, v) is supposed to be defined over the union 
of ft~ in (3.2) and the restriction u E U in (3.1) is removed. It is possible to take as a basis not 
necessarily the nodes u~n of 7k-net but arbitrary points u" k E f2~. Then, for each ftkn we have 
I1, , -u' ,  II _< 2-rk. However, in (3.3) one should employ only points of U: u'~ E U. Furthermore, 
the sets ~ may be non-compact, for example, open, this causing just technical problems. For 
simplicity of the proof of convergence, we retain the construction (3.1)-(3.3). For the same reason, 
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we take subsequent -/t-covers (nets) in such a way as to retain all existing u~; then the sequence 
{at } of (3.3) will be monotonically decreasinz: 
al >_ a2 >_... >_ at >_ at+1 >_..._> a °. (3.4) 
This can be done, for example, by appropriate successive partitions of the -/rcover. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
lim ak -- a °. 
k-~oo 
(3.5) 
PROOF.  The monotonically decreasing sequence {at} of (3.4), bounded below by a °, tends to 
a limit a" - limh-,ooat _> a °. Suppose that a ° > a °. Let 2,7 -- a ° -a  ° > 0 and u ° -- 
arg minueu 9(u) which exists since U is compact. 
Since g(u) is continuous on a compact set U, it is also uniformly continuous on U, that is, for 
every 17 > 0 there is ~ > 0, such that 
[g(u') - g(u")[ < 7, if ~' e U, ~" e U, I1~' - ~"11 < 6. (3.0) 
Take such k, that -/t < 6. Since u ° E U, so by definition of the -/t-net there is a node u~o such 
that 
II u° - uL I I  -< -/t < 6, (3.7) 
which implies 
Ig(u °) -g (~o) l  < 7. 
By the choice of u ° and due to (3.3), we have 
(3.8) 
g(u °) = a °, g(U~o ) ~ at, (3.9) 
so that, we have from (3.8): 
a ° = g(u °) > g(uL) - .  >_ at - 7 >_ a" - 7, (3.10) 
thus, a* - a ° < 7, contradicting the choice 27 = a" - a °. The inequality (3.10) also contradicts 
the definition of the limit a* since from (3.10), we have: at < a ° + 'I = a" - 7 < a'. | 
This theorem establishes convergence to the global min imum value a °, hence, the algorithm 
guarantees the obtaining, for sui~ciently large k, of a "good" suboptimal value ak and of at least 
one corresponding element u~, g(u~) = at. 
Given ~ > 0, denote by fi~ those elements for which 
g(fi~) _< at +~, ~ > 0, k = 1, 2,... (3.11) 
and their corresponding index sets by Its: 
Ike={n[g(u~)<ak+~, l<n<Nk}C[1 , . . . ,Nk] ,  k=1,2 , . . . .  (3.12) 
Take the union 
Ak~= U i2~, k=l,2,.... (3.13) 
heine 
The sets Ak~ of (3.13) can be used for a justified choice of other elements u E Ate that may 
prove acceptable in view of the value g(u). It should be noted, however, that for a fixed k it 
may well happen Ak~ N A ° - 0, so the knowledge of Ak~ does not provide a guarantee for the 
proximity to the set A °. 
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Given 7 > 0, consider the set: 
A n:{ujg(u)<a °+7, uEU}, 7>0, (3.14) 
which is robust as the intersection of an open set and the robust set U. Clearly, A ° C A, for all 
7>0. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any ~ > 0 there exists an integer N(~), such that 
A ° C_ Ake, for all i¢ >_ N(~). (3.15) 
For any 7 > 0 there exist ~ > 0 and an integer M(7), such that 
Ake C A, ,  for all k >_ M(?). (3.16) 
PROOF. To prove (3.15), we note that, since A ° c U, by the property of the 7k-net {u~} E U, for 
each u ° E A ° there exists appropriate nodes (one or more) ~ E {u~}, such that [[u ° -~[ [  < 7~. 
These nodes {u-~n} C {ukn} form the 7k-net for A ° which is a subnet of the original 7k-net for U. 
Denote by 12~ - U,,~(u-~n) the corresponding 7k-cover for A°; clearly A ° C 12~. Since 7~ "* 0, so 
all -ku,~ tend to points u ° e A ° as k --* co. By continuity of g(u), we obtain that g(~kn) ---, a ° as 
k ---* co uniformly since U is compact. This implies that given ~ > 0, there is an integer N(~) 
such that for all k > N(~) we have g(~kn) - a ° < ~, irrespective of n. Since ak > a °, we have for 
those same k > Y(~), the inequality: g(u--*n) < ak + ~. Comparing this with (3.12), (3.13), we 
obtain that fl0 C_ A~,  hence, A ° C_ A,e for all k _> N(~). 
To prove (3.16), we note that since ak -* a ° as k --* co, so for any fixed 7 > 0 there is an integer 
k0(7) such that ak - a ° < 7 for k > k0(7). Now, we take ~ = 7 in (3.12), so that nonempty index 
sets Ik~ for all k > k0(7) satisfy the condition: g(u~) < ak + ~ = a~ + 7 < a° + 27. Since 7k --* 0 
as k --* co, so there exists an integer M(7 ) >__ k0(7) such that for/¢ > M(7 ) the values of 7k will 
be so small that the uniform continuity of g(u) over the compact U will imply g(u) < a ° + 7 
for all u E ~ where ~ are closed sets constructed by (3.1), (3.2) around nodes u~ for which 
g(uk,) < a ° + 27. In view of (3.14), this implies that all those ~ are in A, which, due to (3.13), 
yields Ak~ C A,. | 
COROLLARY 3.1. Combining (3.15), (3.16), we obtain that for any ? > 0, there is an integer 
M(7) such that 
A ° C_ A~, C A, ,  for all k >_ M(7). (3.17) 
Letting 7 --* 0 in (3.17), we see, due to A,  --* A ° as 7 -* 0 by (3.14), that Theorem 3.2 
establishes the uniform set convergence Ak, --* A ° as 7 --* O, k >_ M(7) --* co, meaning that the 
algorithm delivers (in the limit) the set A ° of all global minimizers of g(u) over U. This solves 
the game for Player I. 
REMARKS. 
1. As can be seen in examples, for certain fixed k and ~ >_ 0 it may happen that Ak~ = A °, 
this depending on the problem and on the construction of a particular 7k-cover, which in 
such cases hould be a partition: int f~l  N int fl~2 = 0. In general, the equality Ak~ = A ° 
does not hold. 
2. The algorithm and the theorems are given for Player I. With m/nor modifications, they 
can be used also by Player 2. 
3. Since always a ° >__ b ° [8], so it is advantageous for each player to solve simultaneously both 
problems (I.1), (1.2) which would provide the bound for evaluating the precision of his 
approximate solution and also deliver estimates for reasonable choices of the opponent. 
4. The algorithm does not require convexity nor any information about the existence of saddle 
points. I f  they exist, then the entire global saddle set A ° x B ° is found, otherwise, the 
algorithm delivers in the limit the solutions a °, A ° and b °, B ° for each player. 
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It is easy to see that Ake of (3.13) represents an approximation of the theoretical level set 
Gk - {u I g(u) < at, u E U}, although At~ may be imprecise, depends on the f2~n-set construction 
and is neither inscribed in Gt nor circumscribed around Gt. That is why each 7t-covering 
(k -- 1, 2, . . . )  has to cover anew the entire set U. If we restricted the 7t+l-cover to the set Ate 
only, then we could lo6e a part of A °, or come to a wrong solution a* > a °, if Gt - Ate ~ 0. 
The operator (3.3) acting on the discrete basis {u~n} substitutes the mean value operator (1.10) 
and yields faster convergence. The analogue of (1.10) would be the average in (3.3), however, this 
would destroy the monotonicity of (at } and may lead to wrong results or even to non-existence 
of a limit, depending on the choice of u~ E ~.  
Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the precise level set (1.6) and mean value opera- 
tor (1.10) with the knowrl function g(u) guarantee the exact solution a °, A °. This suggests a way 
to remove the burden of having to cover the entire set U each time for k -- 1,2, . . . .  
Consider a random sample un E U (n = 1,... ,N1), uniformly distributed over U. Let l],z = 
B(un, rl) be balls of radius rl centered at un. Compute g(un) and calculate the "mean" value: 
lfi 
al -- ~11 n--1 g(Un)" (3.18) 
Define the index set 
I 1 -- {n [ g(un) _~ al, 1 < n < g l ) ,  (3.19) 
and the corresponding "level" set 
al  = [.J (3.20) 
nell 
Make one "insurance" sample u~ E U-A1 (n = 1,... , N~'), uniformly distributed over U-A1 
and let ~ = B(u~, r~) be its corresponding balls. Compute g(u~) and define 
I~={n lg(u : )<a l ,  l<n<N;} .  (3.21) 
If I i' # 0, then let 
A~ = A1 + U f~" (3.22) 
neI[ 
Repeat, replacing U by A~ and taking now random samples with new N2, N~, r2, r~. In this 
process we come to sequences {ak), {A~}, which under appropriate choices of •n, n~ (maybe, 
not balls) and other parameters will tend to a °, A ° in probability. To increase this probability, 
larger sample sizes and more than one insurance sample may be required. One may notice 
that this procedure represents a discrete random realization of the integral global optimization 
method incorporating the sets ~n of equal measure. If one employs 12,~ of unequal measure, 
then (3.18) would be replaced by the appropriate weighted sum with the sense of real integration. 
Of course, there may be many different procedures of this type, faster or slower, with greater or 
lower probability of success, depending on the particular computational scheme mbodied in the 
iteration process. 
REMARK 5. In the random numericM procedure 0.18)-(3.22) we have used the discrete mean 
value operator (3.18) since the faster extremM generator (3.3) may decrease the probability of 
obtaining the correct results a °, A °. 
4. THE SECOND ALGORITHM 
We can remove the burden of covering each time the entire set U and still retain the guarantee 
of convergence given in the Theorems 3.1, 3.2. This, of course, cannot be done by any random 
procedure. Deterministic guarantee implies deterministic numerical procedure. The removal of 
the repeated global coverings means that certain subsets 12kn which do not contain min-max points 
(that is, for which f~k n N A ° = 0, the fact yet to be established, since A ° is unknown) should be 
eliminated from the process at some iteration. This extra feature, speeding the convergence and 
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saving computer time and memory, requires, however, additional information about the function 
f(u,v). 
Suppose that f (u,  v) is Lipschitzian on U × V: 
I / (ua,v  1) - / (u ,v ) l  < L(llu x - ull + IIv a -v i i ) ,  z = const , (4.1) 
where (u, v), (u 1, v 1) are any two points in U x V. 
LEMMA 4.1. I£ f (u ,v )  satisaes (4.1), i.e., f (u ,v)  is Lipschitzian on U x V with a constant L, 
then g(u) of(2.1) and h(v) of(2.4) are both Lipschitzian on their respective sets, U, V with the 
same constant L: 
[g(u x) -g (u ) l  < Lllu I - u[I, u E U, U 1 e U, (4.~) 
[h(v 1) - h(v)l < LilY 1 - vii, v E V,v t E V. (4.3) 
PROOF. Directly from (2.7) it follows 
[g(u 1) - g(u)[ -- I sup f (u l ,v )  - sup f(u, v)[ 
uEV vEV 
_< sup I / (u  x, v) - f (u ,v ) l  _< sup L(l lu ~ - ull + IIv - vii) = z l lu  a - ull, (4.4) 
vEV vEV 
which proves (4.2). To prove (4.3), we first establish the inequality for inf over U. We have 
inf f (u,  v 1) = inf If(u, v 1) - f (u,  v) + f(u,  v)] 
uEU uEU 
< inf [f(u, v 1) - f (u,  v)] + in_f f (u ,  v), 
- -  uEU uEU 
which implies 
inf_.f(u,v 1) - inf f (u ,v)  < i~f [ f (u ,v  1) - f(u,v)] < inf [f(u,v 1) - f(u,v)[.  (4.5) 
uEU uEU - -  ~ uEU 
If we interchange v and v t in (4.5) and combine the resulting inequality with (4.5), we obtain 
l inf f(u,v I) -- inf .f(u, v)[ < i~f If(u, v z) - .f(u,v)[. (4.6) 
uEU uEU - -  
Now, (4.3) follows from (4.6) in the same way as in (4.4). To conclude, we note that U and V 
are compact, so that sup and inf coincide with max and min, and the proof is complete. | 
With properties (4.2), (4.3) and the constant L known, we can use the deletion operator 
proposed in the cubic algorithm [9]. 
Consider the set ftn k with its representative point u~n (a node in 7k-net). Within tqkn we have, 
due to (3.1), (3.2), 
I g (u )  - g(u~)[ < L[[u - ,-,~11 ~ LTk, for all u E $Z~, 
On the other hand, given at of (3.3), we can calculate the difference 
Ak, = g(u~)-- ak > 0, k = 1,2,.... 
From (4.7), (4.8) and in view of (2.2), (2.3), we deduce that, if 
then g(u) > at for all u E l~kn meaning that 
C~& 21~6/7-K  
k = 1, 2, . . . .  (4.7) 
(4.s)  
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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Thus, every fl~ for which (4.9) is satisfied can be deleted from U, hence, eliminated from further 
iterations. 
In the second algorithm the values g(u~) and at (3.3) are computed for all n = 1 . . . .  , Nt and 
for each k = 1,2, . . . .  To delete inappropriate f/~, i.e., gt,  of (4.10), we should perform the extra 
calculation of all differences A~ of (4.8) and check (4.9) for each A~, n = 1 , . . . ,  Nt. If A~, > LTt, 
then the corresponding gt~ is deleted from further iterations, otherwise, it stays in the process. 
This addition brings in the process new sets Dr, such that 
AteCDt  CU, k=l ,2 ,  . . . .  (4.11) 
The set U - Dk, if nonempty, does not contain any min-max points, this being established 
by (4.9), (4.10). The set Ak¢ certainly contains rain-max points and the set Dk -Ate ,  if nonempty, 
is the set of uncertainty. In general, Ate # Dt # U although the equalities may occur at some 
stages. 
It is clear that this additional procedure does not touch the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 which, 
thus, stay valid for the new algorithm. 
5. GAMES WITH UNCERTAINTIES 
Real life situations always involve uncertainties (which are called imprecisions, ff small). To 
account for uncertainties, it is popular to consider them as a stochastic process. However, apart 
from requiring the information on the associated ensity functions (which information is usually 
unavailable and, instead, a priori assumptions are imposed), this approach destroys the guaran- 
teed deterministic convergence and implies that every solution is a solution "in probability," i.e., 
valid with certain probability only. We do not consider such problems here. 
To reflect possible uncertainties, we consider the function f(u, v,p) with uncertain parameter 
vector p • P C R a. In order to apply our methods, we have to assume that the set P is compact 
and robust and that f(u, v,p) is continuous on U x V x P. 
Consider four problems: 
For Player 1: rain max max f(u,v,p), (5.1) 
uEU vEV PEP 
ruin max min f(u, v,p). (5.2) 
uEU vEV PEP 
For Player 2: max min " (5.3) 
max min f ( u, v, P)" (5.4) 
These problems represent the worst-best case setting for each player. The worst-case approach 
for differential games with uncertainties has been formulated in [10] where it was illustrated that 
the concept of a value for such games becomes ill defined and the classical results [11,12] do not 
apply. 
Suppose, first, that the set P is "small" in the sense that, given small 3, > 0, we have: 
lip 1-pll-<'r, p•e ,  pX•e. (5.5) 
Then we can fix any P0 • P and consider the problems (1.1), (1.2) with f(u,v,po) for which we 
can find the values a°(po) and b°(po). 
LEMMA 5.1. f lU,  V, P are nonempty, compact and robust and the function f(u,v,p) is con- 
tinuous (Lipschitzian with a constant L) on U x V x P, then the functions a°(p), b°(p) are both 
uniformly continuous (Lipschitzian with the same constant L) on P. 
PROOF. Since P is robust, so for any p • P its 6-neighborhood Ns(p) has a nonempty intersection 
with the interior of P: 
Ns(p) A i n tP#0,  p•P ,  ~>0.  (5.6) 
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Further, since f(u, v,p) is continuous in p for any fixed (u',  v*) E U x V and any p E P, so for a 
given r /> 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
If(u*,v*,p 1) - f(u*,v*,p)[ <_ TT, i fp  x E N6(p) A int P. (5.7) 
Here 6 = 6(0, u*, v*, p); however, if we use the compactness ofU, V, P,  then by uniform continuity 
o f f  on U x V x P we can choose 6 = 6(T/), independently o fu  °, v*, p. 
Now, using (4.4), (4.5), we can write: 
la°(p 1) - a°(p)l de-----f I rain g(u,p 1) -- ming(u,p)l 
uEU uEU 
def max- 'u*  t~ 1 < minlg(u,p 1) -  g(u,p)l = Ig(u*,p 1)-g(u*,p)[ = ~ew J[ ' 'p ) -  maxf(u°'v'P)l  
- -  uEU vEV 
< max If(u ° v,p 1) - y(u °, v,p) I = If(u', v°,p ~) - Y(u ° v°,p)l < r/, i fp  1 E N6(p) N int P. 
- -  vEV ' ' - -  
(5.8) 
Here we used the compactness of U in the second equality and of V in the fourth equality where 
min and max are attained at u* and v ° respectively. We also used continuity of g(u,p) with 
respect o u E U given by Lemma 2.1 and continuity of f(u,v,p) with respect o v (u, p fixed) 
in the second and fourth equalities respectively. 
The estimate (5.8) with 6 = 5(T/) proves the uniform continuity of a°(p). If f(u,v,p) is 
Lipschitzian on U x Y x P, then replacing ~/ in (5.8) by L]lp 1 -PII, we obtain that a°(p) is 
also Lipschitzian in p over P with the same constant L. Similarly, one can prove the same results 
for the function b°(p). I 
Note that robustness i only a sufficient condition. It is, however, necessary for the use of level 
sets (2.16), cf. Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.1. 
Now, in the case of imprecision of f ,  that is, if the set P is "small" in the sense of (5.5), we 
can just fix any P0 E P (not the actual realization p* E P, which is unknown) and solve the 
problems (1.1), (1.2). By Lemma 5.1, the values a°(po), b°(po) will give good approximations 
and, if the constants L, 7 are known, then those approximations are LT-precise. 
Different problems arise in the case of real uncertainty, that is, if the set P is "big" in some 
sense, for example, if 
maxa°(p) - rain a°(p) > M, (5.9) 
p6P pEP  
where M > 0 is a constant. In this case the actual realization p" of the uncertainty is unknown 
and cannot be determined or assigned in any way. The set P is also unknown but can be estimated 
by the players. 
First, we note that max a°(p), rrfn a°(p) are not the same problems as (5.1), (5.2) since the 
extremal operators may be non-commutative. However, if there is (u,p)-saddle point for every 
fixed v in (5.1) and (v,p)-saddle point for every fixed u in (5.2), then they are the same problems. 
Second, the formulations (5.1)-(5.4) reflect the consideration of the nature as an active player 
that may partially cooperate with one of the players. It is clear that in such a situation the 
classical concept of the value [8,13] is no more applicable. 
We do not need, however, the concept of the value nor of the saddle point. One may notice 
that the results in Lemmas 2.1, 4.1, and 5.1 can be easily extended for three or more players. 
Since the proposed algorithms are not based on the existence of a value or of a saddle point, so 
they are applicable to games with uncertainties in exactly the same manner and with the same 
convergence results as in Theorem 3.1, if we consider the nature cooperating with one of the 
players. After solving their respective problems, both players obtain their sets of possible moves 
from which to make a justified choice. 
6. EXAMPLES 
To illustrate the ideas and the method, it is worthwhile to consider simple clear examples that 
can be done by hand. 
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Example 1 
Let f(u,v) = lul " t - l v l  ~, 7 > 0, ~ > 0, U = [-1,1], V = [-1,1]. Here we can apply the 
principal scheme (2.1)-(2.3) and the integral method (Section 1) directly, without numerical 
iterations. To determine the function g(u) of (2.1), consider the level sets (cf. (1.15)): 
H'r(u) = {vlf(u,v) > ck,v e V}  = {v :  lul" -I,~1 ~ > ck, v E [ -1 ,  11} 
(6.1) 
= {~:  Ivl ~ _< lul ~ - ck, ~ • [ -1 ,1 ]} ,  k - 0, 1 , . . . .  
Since lul ~ - ck > Ivl z > 0, so c~ < lul * < 1. According to (1.10), we have for lul * - c~ > 0: 
c ,+,= M( / , c , )  = p~H~) /li f(u,v)dv= 1 [('"l'-c')'/t(lul.~_lvl,)d v 
;, ( lu l  ~, - c~)1/~ .,o 
/ ( lul"-c, .p/ '  1 (lul" - c~), k = o,1,. 1 
- - , :  d,,  = lu l "  ~' -t- 1 "" " = lu l l '  ( lu l "  - ck) l /~  ~o 
Making use of (1.13), we can pass to the limit in (6.2) as k ---* 0% which yields 
c o = lul ~ - 
and, solving for c o , we obtain from (6.3): 
(6.2) 
1 
l ( lU l  "y - c°), (6 .3 )  ~,+ 
u(u)  = c°(u)  = lul ~. 
For this function the level sets (1.6) are: 
Hk = {u I g(u) < ok, u E U}  = {u : lul "Y < c,, o < cj, < 1}, 
According to (1.10), we have for ck > 0: 
(6.4) 
Passing to the limit in (6.6) as k --} oo, we get 
c0 1 
- -  7 + 1 c°'  (6 .7 )  
from which it follows according to (1.13), (1.14), (2.2), (2.3): 
a ° = rain g(u) = c o = 0, (6.8) 
uEU 
A ° = {u I g(u) = lul ~ = 0, u e [ -1 ,  1]} = {0}.  (6.9) 
In the same way, but with Hk(v) by (1.6) in (6.1) and with H~ by (1.15) in (6.5), it can be 
calculated for (2.4)-(2.6) that 
h( , , )  = - Iv l " ,  b ° = 0,  B ° = {0} ,  (6 .10)  
yielding the saddle point at the origin. We leave these calculation to the reader as an exercise in 
application of the integral global optimization method to nonlinear games. 
REMARKS. 
1. We note that (6.3) and (6.7) represent he necessary and su~cient mean value global 
optimally condition 
c = M(f,c), (6.11) 
k = o, 1 , . . . .  (6.6) 1 [ c~/" c.~ll.r ~o c~/" -- 1 ck+l  = 2c~/----; j _c l /~  lul" du = u "~ du 7 + 1 ck, 
k = o, 1 , . . . .  (6.5) 
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proposed and studied in [14]. Although this condition is always valid, its usage as an 
equation to detern?ir;f c is pot always correct. In our example it is correct, as can be seen 
from (6.2), but there are other examples to the contrary. 
2. It should be emphasized that the lhrdt theorem (1.13), (I.14) is always valid, see [3,4]. 
However, passage to the limit in the recurrenfe relation c~+1 = M(f ,  ck), cf., (1.10), is 
not always correct. In our recursions (6.2), (6.6), it is correct but there are examples to 
the contrary. 
3. In this and other simple examples numerical integration can be avoided and elementary 
integration formulas, limits and algebraic equation solving can be used instead, for the so- 
lution of games via the integral global optirr~zation method. Clearly, the real life problems 
are not always so simple. However, from the above example it is obvious that every well 
designed numerical integration procedure wiU work and deliver the solutions of the game 
(otherwise, the formulas also would not work). As an exercise, all three of the proposed 
numerical schemes, Sections 3 and 4, can be applied to the above example to see how it 
works, and this can be done with a pocket calculator. 
4. Clearly, the gradient approach is not applicable to such examples. One can also apply 
subgradients [15,16] (our example is convex-concave) or quasidifferentials [1 7] and compare 
the complexity. 
Ezample 
Let us t reat  v in the Example 1 as the uncertainty: v = p, V = P = [ -1 ,  1]. It is a different 
prob lem since now we are unsure about  the behavior of the nature, player "p," and the function 
f (u ,p )  = lul ~ - Ipl ~ is not necessarily being ma~mized  with respect to p E [ -1 ,  1]. We have 
a minimizat ion problem under essential uncertainty (not imprecision) which falls in the frame- 
work (5.1), (5.2) with max over V excluded. HaLf a problem, namely (5.1), is already solved in 
Example  1. Let us solve (5.2) with the same method.  
To determine the function 
q(u) = min_f(u,p) = min (lur, - Ipl,~), pE/"  - - p¢[ -1 ,1 ]  (6.12) 
we consider the level sets: 
Hi (u )  = {Pc lul" - I P l  ~' _< c~, p • [ -1 ,  1]} 
= {pc IPl I' > I"1" - e,,, p • [ -1 ,  1]} = {pc IPl >- (lul ~' - ck)l/~'}. 
(e.13) 
Here, by symmetry  in p, we may consider 1 _> l . l  ~ - ck > 0, then ([u[~ - ek) 1/~ is defined for all 
/~ > 0, and p E H i (u )  = [ -1 , - ( lu l  ~ - ck) 1//3] U [(lul "f - ck) 1//J, 1]. Due to symmetry ,  the mean 
values over the whole H i and over one of the sets in brackets are equai. 
According to (1.10), we have for 1 - (lur f - ek) 1//~ > 0: 
1 f(i 1 ck+l  = MCf, ck) = 1 -- (1'-,1" - ck) ~/' , , r , - . . ) , , .  (1"1' - IPI~')dP 
I f(i 1 I 
= l u r ' -  1-  (lull' - c~,)v~' . l~_c,),/, I~dp= lul'~ - 8+I  " 
1 - ( lu l  ~' - ck ) l+V~ ' 
1 - ( lu l l '  - ck)V~ 
(6.14) 
Passing to the limit in (6.14) as k -*  co and denoting c* = limk--.oo ck, 9 = lul ~ - c*, we obtain 
the equation 
(8 + 1) 9 (1 - 91//3) = 1 - 9" yl/~ 
which is simplified as 
By (1 - y l /~)  = 1 - ~, 
and has the unique solution Y = 1, yielding 
q(u) = ~ ' (u )  = lul ~ - 1. (6.15) 
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For this function, the level sets (1.6) are: 
H; = {u: lul - 1 < ek, lul < X}, (6.16) 
so that 1 + c~ >_ lul ~ >__ 0, and we have for ck > -1 :  
1 f (l+¢k)tl~ 
(lur, - 1) du = -1  + ek+l = (1 + c~)1/"r Jo 
1 
= - i  + ~ ( 1  +ck) .  
f / (l+¢k)~/" u "Y du 1 
(1 + c~)11~ Jo (6.17) 
Passing to the limit in (6.17) as k ---* co and solving it as an equation for c. = limk--,oo c~, we get 
q0 = c. = - i ,  
Qo = {u I q(u) = qO, u • U} = {u:  lul* - 1 = -1 ,  lul < 1} = {o}. 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
Comparing (6.9) with (6.19) and (6.8) with (6.18), we obtain the optimal solution u ° = 0 and 
the range for the cost function f (O ,p)  E [-1,0]. In this problem, the solution u ° = 0 could be 
obtained by fixing p = P0 = const, and minimizing f (u ,po)  - lu[ "f - [p01 ~ with respect o u. In 
general, it may not work, as the following example with a non separable cost function shows. 
Example  3 
Let f (u ,p )  = up, V = [-1, 1], P = [-1, 1], where p is the uncertainty. If we fix p = P0 # 0, then 
u ° = - sgn P0, and if p = 0, then u ° is arbitrary. However, p is unknown, so u ° cannot depend 
on p. With a choice u ° = r • [-1,  1] the range of the cost function is [ -r ,  r] and the choice of 
control depends on what we want. For example, if the values of up > 1/2 are unacceptable, the 
values up < 1/4 are good and the value up = -1  is the best, then any u ° E [ -1/4,  1/4] would be 
equally good and there is no "optimal" solution. 
This example also shows that possibilities mentioned in Remarks 1 and 2 do exist. Indeed, 
the relation (6.2) is good for any u • [-1, 1]. However, if one tries to formally apply the same 
calculation to the function f (u ,  v) = uv,  he will encounter the integral 
j[c 1 1 c~] uv dv = u (1 - 
that diverges when u ---* 0 6 [-1, 1]. This phenomenon is due to inappropriate application of the 
method to this case. In fact, -1  < uv < 1 for all (u ,v )  6 [-1, 1] x [-1, 1], so the function uv is 
perfectly integrable within this square and the appropriate application of the method will deliver 
its saddle point at the origin. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
New, derivative-free method is proposed for solution of non convex continuous games defined 
over compact robust sets that may be disconnected and with nonsmooth boundary. On this 
basis, certain iterative algorithms are developed for which the convergence theorems are proved. 
The algorithms deliver (in the limit) the complete xact solutions of the game irrespective of the 
existence of saddle points. The games with uncertainties are introduced and the applicability of 
the method and of the algorithms to such games is demonstrated. 
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